General Policy for SPMS
Sanctioned/Approved/Observed Status

Minimum Deck Staffing for SPMS sanctioned meets:
- 6 or less lanes: 2 deck officials
- 7 – 8 lanes: 3 deck Officials
- 9 – 10 lanes: 4 deck officials
- Double ended long course meets: 6 officials
- Freestyle events may be run at a reduced staffing as long as turn touches are clearly visible by an official
- It is the responsibility of the Meet Referee to determine the number of officials required to run a fair and equitable meet for all in attendance. Timeline of the session/meet, length and shape of the pool as well as weather may all be factors in the Meet Referee’s decision.

Minimum Admin Staffing for SPMS sanctioned meets:
- 300 or less swimmers/session – 1 Admin official
- 300 or more swimmers/session – 2 Admin officials